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Supporting regular data validation and enrichment 
across 11 business units and nine ERP systems 
With businesses spanning renewable and thermal energy generation, ports and logistics 
infrastructure, and airport operations, conglomerate Adani Group improves the lives of many 
Indians every day. It is India’s largest port operator and one of the world’s largest renewable 
energy companies. Adani decided to modernize its technology infrastructure and give each 
business its own dedicated ERP platform, which made master data governance across the 
enterprise a challenge. With its “OneData” project, Adani set out to establish a centralized 
master data governance framework by retiring existing master data authoring tools. It 
wanted to integrate active and passive data governance, create a single source of master 
data, and improve the productivity of the central master data management team.

How Can Centralized Master Data 
Management Aid Productivity and 
Visibility in a Growing Business? 

Picture Credit | Customer Name, City, State/Country. Used with permission.



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Establish an integrated active and passive master data governance process, including data quality 

parameters, in addition to the existing master data management approach
• Unify master data across 11 key businesses and nine instances of the SAP® ERP application
• Improve productivity and a user experience hindered by the use of multiple master data authoring tools
• Monitor and improve master data quality, especially for materials, vendors, and customers

Why SAP and IBM
• SAP Master Data Governance on SAP S/4HANA®, providing a user-friendly application supporting 

seamless connectivity across separate ERP applications
• SAP Data Services and SAP Information Steward software for improved data quality and integrity
• Nondisruptive deployment in hub mode as well as embedded, standardized analytics
• An integrated approach to managing both active and passive master data governance 
• Comprehensive coverage for various types of master data objects
• Expert implementation support from partner IBM

After: Value-Driven Results
• Greater visibility thanks to a single source of truth based on high-quality master data 
• Increased efficiency aided by common data governance processes with defined data owners and 

distribution of master data to multiple downstream systems
• Better-quality data with regular data validation, consistent data definition, and internal quality checks
• Enhanced user experience with workflow-based approvals
• Cost savings thanks to scalability to third-party data and systems

Harmonizing and Enriching Master Data with SAP® Master Data 
Governance on SAP S/4HANA® and SAP Information Steward

Adani Group
Ahmedabad, India
www.adani.com

Industry
Cross-industry

Employees
>17,000

Revenue
US$15 billion

Products and Services
Power generation, energy 
transmission, ports and 
logistics, distribution, mining, 
and airport operations

Featured Solutions
SAP Master Data Governance on 
SAP S/4HANA, SAP Data Services, 
and SAP Information Steward

15%–20%
Productivity improvement 
across the central master 
data management team

6
Types of master data creation, 
governance, and enrichment 
processes automated

1.6 million
Records cleaned and enriched 
with SAP Data Services and 
SAP Information Steward 

180,000
Master data service tickets 
handled by the central team 
annually

SAP Master Data Governance on SAP S/4HANA 
has helped Adani build a foundation for centralized 
master data management across its growing 
business, increasing productivity, data quality, and 
transparency.
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Looking to diversify during a rapid growth phase, conglomerate Adani Group decided to 
carve out its single ERP system into nine instances of the SAP® ERP application running 
on SAP HANA®. Adani embarked on its “OneData” project to support this decentralization 
while continuing to reap the benefits of unified master data and enabling economies of 
scale and consistent business processes. It also wanted to improve the quality of existing 
master data. 

With help from partner IBM, Adani implemented the SAP Master Data Governance 
application on SAP S/4HANA® in a hub-and-spoke model, connecting the master data 
governance system to its nine ERP instances. It also deployed SAP Data Quality and SAP 
Information Steward software for regular data validation and enrichment. The master data 
supported spans financial, vendor, service, customer, and material data objects.

As an extension to this project, the master data management team is now automating the 
process for plant maintenance master data, such as functional locations, bills of material, 
and task lists. To support these efforts, Adani is evaluating SAP Master Data Governance, 
enterprise asset management extension by Utopia and the SAP Asset Information 
Workbench application by Utopia. 

Enabling Common Master Data Governance 
Practices and Processes Across the Group

Source of master 
data for both SAP 
and third-party 
systems 

Out of 10 – quality 
score for vendor 
master data after 
data quality process

9.87 Single

Approach to active and 
passive governance

Data validation and 
enrichment

Regular Integrated


